Why use Verosol?
At Verosol, we take great pride in offering a range
of the highest quality blinds and shutters available
in the market today. Our exacting standards and
use of the best raw materials available mean that
performance and longevity are ensured. This is
supported by our 5 year warranty on all products.
Verosol is the leader when it comes to solar
control, so if you are suffering problems relating to
heat or glare from the sun, make sure you
investigate our metal back fabric blinds such as
SilverScreen. You’ll also find that this solution
provides increased UV protection for your
furnishings but still allows you to maintain views
through your window.
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Verosol also offers you an exhaustive range of
over 300 different fabric designs and 40 different
models to suit any window configuration. Our
hand crafted timber shutters and blinds are the
choice for the most discerning customers and we
can customise paint colours and stains to your
exact needs. And, for the ultimate convenience
and prestige, Verosol provides a comprehensive
range of remote control blinds that can be linked
to sun sensors or home automation systems alike.
Verosol’s pleated blinds are available in a wide
range of colour and fabric densities. The head and
base rails can either be colour co-ordinated with
the fabric or clear anodised to compliment
contemporary interiors
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Verosol
Pleated
blinds
Shaped windows can be easily
covered with elegance and style
using Verosol

Quality is
Guaranteed

	
  

We guarantee you will be so impressed
by the quality of our Verosol pleated
Blinds, as we only use Australian
mechanisms, parts and fabrics! Plus they
are an exclusive product unlike anything
else on the market.
Plus we have the largest fabric range in
Perth including every Designer brand to
choose from. Our fitters are the best in
the business and our team know their
stuff.
Perth Eagle Blinds has 30 years of
experience providing only the best
premium products & we always ensure
you will receive the best quality
available.

Verosol has a long tradition of supplying
premium quality window furnishings across
Australia and around the world.
Verosol Blinds and Shutters come with a five year
nationwide warranty across the entire range, covering
component failure and manufacturing issues*. Here
you will be able to view our warranty videos,
providing you with important information about
correct use, care and maintenance of your Verosol
Blinds and Shutters.
Verosol are confident your decision will be rewarded
in terms of product quality and performance
anaesthetics.

Specialsits in shaped window fashions and metallic fabrics, Verosol know their place in the
market and will always maintain it!
Quoted by Paul Assinder- Sales Director/Designer
Quoted by Paul Assinder Sales Director/ Designer

The Fabric Ranges available are totally exclusive to Verosol- heres info on some…
Original 982 is a polyester blockout fabric with a metal backing that provides total privacy and room darkening.
Providing excellent protection against Summer heat and superb insulation in Winter. Woven to 2200mm, 982 is
perfectly designed for pleated and roller blind products, especially in twin or motorised applications where room
darkening or total privacy is desirable.
A totally different Fabric
range!
VeroCell’s unique cellular
design offers a high performance
blockout fabric. With no visible
holes VeroCell is the perfect
fabric for those rooms where
room darkening is required, such
as bedrooms and theatre rooms.
VeroCell is available at a
maximum width of 3000mm and
maximum drop of 2700mm.

Original 812 is a semi transparent metal backed fabric woven from 100% PES Trevira CS and is
inherently flame retardant. 812 offers high performance which is independent of the colour selected.
Combining good visual contact through the window and excellent glare control, 812 provides heat
control during Summer and good insulation in Winter. Woven to 2200mm, 812 is perfectly designed
for pleated and roller blind products, especially in twin or motorised applications.
Original 816 is a highly transparent metal backed fabric woven from 100% PES Trevira CS and is
inherently flame retardant. 816 offers excellent performance, which is independent of the colour
selected by combining excellent vision out with heat control and insulation for comfort all year round.
Woven to 2200mm, 816 is perfectly designed for pleated and roller blind products, especially in twin
or motorised applications.
Original 878 is a non-transparent metal backed fabric woven from 100% PES Trevira CS and is
inherently flame retardant. 878 offers excellent performance which is independent of the colour
selected. The benefits of this fabric are in its excellent heat and glare control with good insulation
against heat loss during Winter months. Woven to 2200mm, 878 is perfectly designed for pleated and
roller blind products, especially in twin or motorised applications

